
 Aromascaping the Celebrations in Life



Desire
Dream
Delight



Introduction
No matter what the occasion if it is worth celebrating it is
worth aromascaping.

Using the Drop into LifeTM aromascaping technique can take
your celebrations up a level.

It allows you to consciously use pure botanical aromas to:

● delicately infuse your celebration

● energetically enhance your space

● anchor the fond memory through your sense of
smell.

Drop into life aromascaping technique connects your
desired mood/ambiance you wish to create with the subtle
use of essential oils to enhance your experience and your
memory of the event.





Pure high quality essential oils are
concentrated and highly effective in very
small quantities (drops).

These beautiful gifts of nature when pure
are complete and whole within each drop,
as nature intended.

When diffused or misted the essential oils
release their delightful fragrance, which
we register very quickly (minutes) in our
brain.

Why subtle?





Drop into Life aromascaping technique has been developed
with over 20 years of experience and is designed to:

● give a space an apparent aroma which never
dominates the space providing a pleasant experience
for all.

●  use only the highest quality essential oils with no
adulteration or synthetic substitution.

● use appropriately  - 4- 12 drops in total, depending on
the size of space is all that is required to create an
amazing effect.

● create an aromatic space which enhances peoples’
enjoyment of the occasion and never dominates the
space.

● be economical when used correctly each 15 ml bottle
contains 300 drops

Why subtle?



“I like to party, and by party I mean
diffuse oils and take naps”



● allow the aroma that the brain registers and associates
with the celebration and good time, to anchor  fond
memories through the subtle aroma. For example have
you ever been travelling far away from home and smelt
perhaps a waft of basil that immediately transports you
back to your nonna’s kitchen making Sunday pizzas! This
is the power of our sense of smell to capture memories.

Drop into Life aromascaping technique is designed to
consciously create aromatic blends that enhance and support
your lifestyle every day, and anchor fond memories for those
really special occasions in life.

This little e/book is sharing how to use the Drop into Life colour
and essential oil care kit to create those special blends for
those special moments.

We hope you enjoy inviting aromascaping as your special guest
at your next celebration and witness how your friends and
family are gifted very fond memories of your time together.

Happy scaping!

Why subtle?



www.dropintolife.com.au

Drop into LifeRMColour & Essential Oil Care Kit



Aromascaping technique for your special moments

Firstly we have done the hard work for you in creating the
Drop into life colour and essential oils care kit. Using the kit
allows you to easily create your own palette of aromatic
delights for your special occasions.

Drop into Life aromascaping is a powerful way to put your
own unique fragrant signature which your guests will
remember.

The kit allows flexibility by giving you options on how you
would like to create your blend through selecting:

● if  you are a visual person a colour that
represents the mood

● if you are a more kinaesthetic person a feeling
/mood you are hoping to create





Aromascaping Technique cont.

Then using the kit (referring to the colour cards or
guidebook) you can choose from the essential oils
recommendations that aromatically align with your
colour or mood choice.

Each card option you choose in the kit will provide:

● a pre blend recommendation that has been
professionally created  to enhance and
support a certain mood.

● a number of recommended individual oils and
an explanation on how they specifically
enhance mood. We suggest you may select
and blend up to three individual oils yourself
for a more bespoke result.



Diffuse
Disperse
Delight



 We recommend:

● a good quality diffuser that you can set to time
interval or automatic intermittent diffusing.

● for effectiveness it is not necessary to diffuse
nonstop during an event.

● you can diffuse for a couple of hours at a time
or select intermittent on /off/on.

● as a general rule start with 4 – 12 drops total in
each diffuser depending on the size and
openness of the room.

●  remember you can always add an
extra drop if you require

Diffusing Tips



“Sometimes you will never know
the true value of a moment
until it becomes a memory.”



● using high quality unadulterated pure
essential oils for only they will give you the
results you are looking for.

 if you would like to know more regarding where
to source quality oils and diffusers please go to our
website:

We consider the guidelines above will help you gain
amazing results without wasting your investment of
precious essential oils.

Diffusing Tips cont.

www.dropintolife.com.au


Admire
Adore
Amore



Whilst both may smell pleasant only high quality pure
essential oils contribute to our health wellness and the
environment by:

● cleansing your  environment, as they hold potent
antiviral, anti- microbial anti- bacterial antiseptic
qualities.

● can release beneficial negative ions into your
environment  (citrus oils)

● highly concentrated so only a few drops are
required to calm ,balance ,uplift or stimulate your
mood or the ambience of your living space.



Celebrate Love



● precious, less is best. A small 15 ml bottle has 300
drops and the most you would need is 6-8 drops for
large room and 3- 4 drips for a small room
(bedroom).

● well documented evidence that they create,
enhance and support many different moods e.g
calming /uplifting /stimulating/euphoric/aphrodisiac

● each essential oil if pure contain all their natural
chemical constituents and therefore each potent
drop is whole and perfectly balanced.

● economical as only require very small amounts (few
drops) to be effective.

● environmentally friendly as they are pure nature!

● aromas are delightful and readily recognised by our
brain



To life
To fun
To us



In Drop into Life we have shared what we discovered about
the colour and essential oil connection.  This we gained
through our years of study and using colour and essential oils
daily to enhance and support our moods.

Every colour has its own universal meaning and message –
Colour is visible light separated into wavelengths like a
rainbow. Colour and Aroma are connected. Understanding
the colour / aroma connection allows you to become the artist
and create for any celebration the aroma palette that delights
you and your guests.

We used colour as the starting point as most people easily
relate and know exactly what colours they love. Our kit
reveals to you the deeper meaning of your colour choices and
explains why you are drawn to a particular colour and what
that means for you.

Then we married the beautiful aromas (essential oils) to each
colour vibration to provide a sensory support through smell
so you can create or enhance the mood/ambiance you desire
for your celebration.

Colour / Essential Oil Connection



Let’s party
Let’s celebrate
Let’s enjoy



● people can remember smells with 65% accuracy
after 1 year while visual recall is about 50% after
3 months.  Smell has a very powerful link to
memory and links to the emotional regions of the
brain more directly than other senses.

● the human brain can process roughly 10,000
different smells in an area the size of a postage
stamp.

● scent works in the opposite direction of other
senses.  With sight, sound and taste, we identify
the information first and then react emotionally.
With scent we have an emotional reaction and
then identify the scent shortly there after.

Sense of Smell



Invite
Infuse
Invoke - wonderful memories



Colour is actually visible light vibrating at different
frequencies and pure unadulterated essential oils are
a form of liquid light.

The pairing of both light sources in your chosen
space can create an awesome effect at your next
celebration.

Living Light



“My favourite place to vacation
is anyplace by the ocean.”

Nina Arianda



Visually we look to create beauty around the
celebration, landscaping our gardens, interior
decorating. (creating physical aesthetics.)

Aromascaping is the art of consciously incorporating
the beautiful gift of nature’s botanicals in the form of
pure essential oils to enhance the ambiance of our
space whilst delighting our senses and balancing our
moods. (creating energetic aesthetics)

The use of high quality essential oils is an economical
and powerful way to complete your sensory experience
and take your celebration up a notch.

Aromascping



Write it on your heart that every day
is the best day in the year.

Ralph Waldo Emerson



For anyone who would like to make
aromascaping part of their lifestyle choice,

we provide interactive group training
 courses in our aromascaping technique.

Using the Drop into LifeTM Colour and
Essential Oils Care Kit, each participant will

leave the course with their own:

● bespoke aromascaping design for 3
zones of their house.

● the 3 recipe blends to create the
environment they desire.

Our aromascaping consultants will provide
you with easy ways to confidently master the

 art of blending.

If you are interested in hosting an
Aromascaping  training session, please

contact us for further details by emailing:

info@dropintolife.com.au



www.dropintolife.com.au
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